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Abstract—To introduce information systems into our daily
activities, we have to know actual goals of the people in each
activity. However, requirements analysts cannot directly know
such goals. They can directly observe or know the way of
tasks in the activity, i.e. scenario. In this paper, we proposed
a requirements elicitation method using a scenario and goals.
In the method, the analysts first identify superficial goals from
the scenario on the basis of objects in the scenario. The analysts
then generalize and/or combine the superficial goals into the
fundamental goals of the people. Such fundamental goals are
then decomposed into other superficial goals according to the
abilities of new available technologies. We applied the method to
an example to confirm how it worked.

Index Terms—Early Requirements Analysis, Goal, Scenario,
Object

I. INTRODUCTION

Information systems are embedded in our daily activity such
as medical care, sales, and education and so on. We expect
such an activity becomes better than ever because we believe
the systems make people in the activity happier, easier and/or
more comfortable than ever. To realize such an expectation,
systems are designed and developed so that they perform
existing tasks instead of existing people and/or systems. For
example, medical doctors can treat a patient more efficiently
than ever when a system provides electronic medical record
cards (e-MRC) instead of handwritten MRC. This kind of
simple replacement by systems of course contributes to make
the activity better than ever. However, the potential of the
information systems cannot be fully brought out. For example,
the e-MRC system enables patients to transfer from one
hospital to another easily because several different hospitals
can technically share the e-MRC. We cannot be easily aware
of such potential of information systems for innovation only
by observing the current way of tasks in an activity, i.e. a
scenario. We can find and utilize such potential when we
can identify the reasons why a task is performed, i.e. the
fundamental goal of the task. In the case of example above,
the share of e-MRC can be found step by step if we have
identified the goal of a patient such that “a suitable medical
care is provided”. However, identifying such goals is not so
easy in general [1]. Especially, gaps between scenarios and
goals are not small.

According to the observation above, we set up the following
research questions (RQs).

• RQ1: What kind of (intermediate) artifacts can bridge the
gap between a scenario and fundamental goals?

• RQ2: How to acquire such artifacts?
To answer RQ1, we focus on the state transitions of each
object, which appears in the scenario because goals can be
represented by the property on the state transition. We then
generalize and/or combine such goals into fundamental goals
because goals directly derived from the scenario are usually
superficial. To answer RQ2, we first identify the state changes
in the scenario. On the basis of such changes, we identify
objects and attributes of each object. We then represent a
superficial goal as the constraints on such attributes. We
summarize the answers above as a requirements elicitation
method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we explain our requirements elicitation method in de-
tail. We next show an example applying this method in Section
III. The example is about a medical care activity. Section IV
shows some discussion on the basis of the example. We then
review related works in Section V, and finally summarize our
current results and show future issues.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Background and Outline of our method
As mentioned in Introduction, we would like to encourage

people to introduce information systems (IS) so that activities
in their lives and businesses will be better than ever. We
call such introduction innovation in activities in this paper.
Each activity has several fundamental goals. People in the
activity will accept the introduction of an IS if the IS achieves
the fundamental goals better than ever. However, such funda-
mental goals cannot be easily identified simply by observing
the superficial phenomena in the activity. We thus propose
a methodological way for a requirements analyst to identify
fundamental goals. The outline of our method consists of the
following steps.

1) An analyst describes or acquires the steps of an activity,
i.e. a scenario.

2) He finds changes of the states in objects in the scenario.
3) He identifies and sorts out the attributes of each object.
4) He describes the superficial goals and their structure.
5) He finds the fundamental goals out of superficial goals,

or adds the fundamental goals into the structure by



1. A passenger specifies his destination at a 
vending machine.

2. The vending machine shows the fare.
3. The passenger makes the payment for the 

fare.
4. The vending issues a ticket to the 

passenger.
5. The passenger validates the ticket at the 

platform.
6. The passenger gets on a train.
7. A conductor inspects the ticket on board.
8. The train arrives at the destination.
9. The passenger gets off the train.

achieve Pas.loc=dest achieve Vend.money increases

achieve Train.loc=dest

achieve Pas.money decreases

achieve Pas.board=off

achieve Pas.board=on

Train Pas

G1: achieve Travel G2: achieve Sales

Top goals

Object name (abbreviation)

Attribute
name

Type Summary Updater

Passenger (Pas)

money integer The amount of money Pas

loc Name of station The station where the 
passenger exists

Train

board {on, off} Whether the passenger is on 
the train or not. 

Pas

Vending machine (Vend)

display {on, off} Whether the machine shows 
the fare. 

Pas

money integer Sales volume Pas

G1: achieve Travel G2: achieve Sales

Top goals

Top goals

G1: achieve Travel G2: achieve Sales

achieve Pas.loc=dest

achieve Pas.board=offachieve Pas.board=on

achieve Card.onloc=STAT1 achieve Card.offloc=STAT2

Pas

achieve Card.balance=dec

achieve Card is scanned

1. A passenger tops up the Smart card in 
advance.

2. The passenger put his card on the scanner.
3. The passenger gets on a train.
4. The train arrives at the destination.
5. The passenger gets off the train.
6. The passenger put his card on the scanner.

Step 1

Steps 2, 3

achieve Pas.loc=dest achieve Vend.money increases

achieve Train.loc=dest

achieve Pas.money decreases

achieve Pas.board=off

achieve Pas.board=on

Train Pas

Step 4

Step 6Step 5 Step 6

Step 7

as-is model
to-be model

Objects and their attributes 
are summarized. 

Superficial goals 
are identified. 

Fundamental goals are 
also identified. 

Superficial goals are 
just removed. 

Goals achieved by IS 
are added. 

As-is scenario To-be scenario

domain expert IS expert

Fig. 1. The overview of our method

composing superficial goals. The goal structure here is
called an as-is goal model.

6) He decomposes the fundamental goals by means of IS
so that the scenario is better than ever with respect to
people in the scenario. The goal structure here is called
a to-be goal model. Superficial goals in the as-is goal
model are basically removed before constructing the to-
be goal model.

7) He describes new scenario according to the to-be goal
model.

We show concrete examples of each step in the next section.
The overview of the steps above is depicted in Figure 1.

B. Intermediate artifacts

Following tables and diagrams are described to progress of
the method. Examples of the artifacts will be shown in the
next section.

• Scenario: Steps in an activity are enumerated. Each step
is written in natural language. Any interaction among
objects or actors in the real world may be described in the
scenario. The scenario in this method is different from
one in UML use cases because scenarios in UML use
cases only focus on interaction between the system and
actors.

• State Transition Table (STT): This table is used for find-
ing the state changes and the attributes related to the
changes.

• Object Attribute Table (OAT): Attributes are sorted out
in each object. This table is used for identifying superfi-
cial goals.

• Superficial goal: A scenario is performed so that a prop-
erty about state transitions is satisfied. We call such

a property as a superficial goal. In KAOS [2], each
goal can be categorized into the following three types:
maintain, achieve and avoid. The meaning of such types
helps us to identify superficial goals. For example, a goal
“the temperature of a device maintained within a certain
range” can be identified when several steps in a scenario
try to keep the temperature in such a way. We may put
the keywords “maintain”, “perform” and “avoid” to each
superficial goal.

• Fundamental goal: Superficial goals derived from a sce-
nario are usually means for satisfying some actual goals
of actors in the scenario. We call such actual goals as
fundamental goals. Fundamental goals should be identi-
fied subjectively because they depend on the desire of
actors. However, composing superficial goals with “why
question” will help us to identify fundamental goals.

• Goal Actor Model (GAM): GAM contains the acyclic-
directed structure of goals. The top node of the structure
is named “Top goals”, which holds the set of fundamental
goals in an activity. The direction represents a goal and
its means. When a goal has more than two means, all the
means are required by the goal, i.e. and-decomposition.
GAM also contains actors who achieve goals, which are
represented in a circle. A superficial goal, a fundamental
goal are represented in a round rectangle and a rectangle
respectively. Goals caused by IS are represented in a
parallelogram.

C. Limitations

There are several limitations in our method. We will explore
how to avoid such limitations in our future work. The first
limitation is about adaptability of new scenario. People do not



� �
1) The patient submits the insurance card to the receptionist.
2) The receptionist makes a medical records card based on

the insurance card.
3) The receptionist leads the patient to the waiting room.
4) The nurse calls the patient from the consultation room
5) The doctor examines the patient.
6) The doctor gives the patient a prescription.
7) The doctor writes the prescription on the medical records

card.
8) The patient returns to the waiting room.
9) The receptionist calculates the consultation fee based on

the medical records chart.
10) The receptionist calls the patient in the waiting room
11) The patient pays the medical fee to the receptionist.
12) The receptionist hands the insurance card to the patient.� �

Fig. 2. As-is scenario

want to change the way of their activities, especially the way
using new IS. The second limitation is about knowledge base
of domain and new IS. We need a way to find the suitable IS
which can be aligned with the fundamental goals.

III. EXAMPLE

We applied our method to a scenario which describes a
typical medical care flow at the hospital in Japan. Figure 2
shows this scenario1. In many cases, patients have to wait for
a long time.

It consists of twelve steps which are performed by the
patient, the receptionist, the nurse and the doctor. Such sce-
nario can be obtained by observing superficial phenomena of
activities. On the other hand, it does not mention the reasons,
the objectives, or the backgrounds behind those events.

If we could extract such undescribed issues from the sce-
nario, it would be a clue to construct the fundamental goal
models. Constructing a goal model with such fundamental
goals enables us to write a more optimized, refined or in-
novative ‘to-be’ scenario. The new ‘to-be’ scenario archives
the same goals in the original ‘as-is’ scenario. Our proposed
method helps us to construct such a goal model.

According to our method, we first identify attributes changes
in the scenario. The result is summarized in the STT in Table
I. There were Patient, Insurance Card, Medical Record Card,
and Consultation Fee with the several types of the attribute
values. Note that the attributes of the doctor, the nurse, the
receptionist in the scenario are omitted for simplification.

Second, we analyze the attributes of the objects as the OAT.
Table II shows the results. The initial states of those attributes
are complemented. For example, the Patient has an attribute
named ‘examined’ whose initial state is ‘not yet’ in this case.

Updaters are determined from the subjects in the scenario
descriptions. However, if objects in a sentence are human, the

1In Japan, we have an health insurance card under the Japanese national
health insurance system. This card has the identification number, the insurance
type and so on. In this case, we simply pay attention to its identification
number.

TABLE I
STT OF THIS EXAMPLE

Steps 

in the 

Scenario

Patient Insurance

Card

Medical

Record

Card

Consultation

Fee

1 It exists at the 

receptionist. 

2 It has the 

insurance number.

3 He exists at the waiting 

room.

4 He exists at the 

consultation room.

5 He is examined.

6 He knows the 

prescription

7 It has the 

prescription.

8 He exists at the waiting 

room.

9 It is calculated.

10 He exists at the 

reception.

11 His money decreased. It is received.

12 It exists at the patient.

TABLE II
OAT OF THIS EXAMPLE

Object name (abbreviation)

Attribute

name

Type Summary Updater

Patient (Pat)

loc {waiting room, 

consultation room, 

reception}

The location where the patient exists. Pat, Rec, 

Nurse

examined {not yet, examined} Whether the patient is examined or not. Doc

prescription {not known, known} Whether the passenger knows the prescription or 

not. 

Doc

money {not payed, payed} Whether the patient payed or not. Pat

Insurance card (InsCard)

loc {receptionist, patient} The location where the insurance card exists. Pat, Rec

id {id} The identification number None

Medical Record Card (MRC)

ins_id {blank, InsCard.id} The insurance ID. Rec

prescription {blank, written} The prescription. Doc

Consultation Fee (ConsFee)

fee {not calculated, calculated} The consultation fee. Rec

received {not received, received} Whether the consultation fee is received or not. Pat

Receptionist (Rec)

Nurse (Nur)

Doctor (Doc)

human could be updaters. When an attribute such as ‘id’ of the
Insurance Card is never changed in this scenario, no updater
exists for the attribute.

We then form an initial superficial GAM diagram as shown
in Figure 3. Each goal is obtained from the scenario steps the
results of STT and OAT straightforwardly. The numbers in
the goal elements indicates the corresponding scenario step.
The updaters are connected to the goals which changes the
attributes of the objects.

On the basis of the initial GAM in Figure 3, we are going
to extract fundamental goals. We make the following “why
questions” to find out the fundamental goals behind those
superficial goals. To make these questions, we noticed the
attribute changes in the OAT.



1: InsCard.loc=receptionist

Pat

11: Patient.money=payed,

ConsFee.received=received

Rec

3: Patient.loc=waiting room

10: Patient.loc=reception

2: MRC.ins_id=InsCard.id

4: Patient.loc=consultation room

5: Patient.examined=examined

6: Patient.prescription=known

9: Cons.fee=culculated

7: MRC.prescription=written

8: Patient.loc=waiting room

12: InsCard.loc=patient

Nur

Doc

Fig. 3. Initial GAM of this example

Pat 5: Patient.examined=examined

6: Patient.prescription=knownDoc

G1: Do medical examination

Fig. 4. First example of composing superficial goals into a fundamental goal

The change of the attribute Patient.examined is one of
the essential phenomena in this case. It must be the most
important purpose for the patient to go to the hospital. The
question “Why the patient comes to the hospital” leads us
to define a new fundamental goal. This is defined as “Do
medical examination” in our goal model. In addition, after
the patient is examined, Patient.prescription becomes to be
‘known’. Figure 4 shows these structure of the goals.

Next, we pay attention to the attribute changes of Pa-
tient.loc. “Why the location of the patient changes?” is the
question we had to solve. The changes are caused so as to
manage the waiting cue in the hospital. Thus, “Controlling
waiting cue” is found as a fundamental goal in the scenario.
Figure 5 is the result.

The goal “Handling Insurance Card” is also found from the
attribute changes related to the InsCard. Figure 6 show these
relations.

The last three superficial goals are required for the medical
fee payments. In Figure 7 shows this result.

Finally, we synthesizes all the results (Figure 4, 5, 6, 7) to
an as-is goal model in Figure 8. We treated the G2 and the

Pat

Rec 3: Patient.loc=waiting room

10: Patient.loc=reception

4: Patient.loc=consultation room

8: Patient.loc=waiting room

Nur

G2: Control waiting cue

Fig. 5. Second example of composing superficial goals into a fundamental
goal

1: InsCard.loc=receptionist

Rec

2: MRC.ins_id=InsCard.id

12: InsCard.loc=patient

Pat

G3: Handling Insurance Card

Fig. 6. Third example of composing superficial goals into a fundamental goal

11: Patient.money=payed,

ConsFee.received=received

Rec 9: Cons.fee=culculated

Pat

7: MRC.prescription=writtenDoc

G4: Pay Consultation Fee

Fig. 7. Fourth example of composing superficial goals into a fundamental
goal

11: Patient.money=payed,

ConsFee.received=received

Rec 9: Cons.fee=culculated

Pat

7: MRC.prescription=writtenDoc

G4: Pay Consultation Fee

1: InsCard.loc=receptionist

Rec

2: MRC.ins_id=InsCard.id

12: InsCard.loc=patient

Pat

G3: Handling Insurance Card

Pat

Rec 3: Patient.loc=waiting room

10: Patient.loc=reception

4: Patient.loc=consultation room

8: Patient.loc=waiting room

Nur

G2: Control waiting cue

Pat 5: Patient.examined=examined

6: Patient.prescription=knownDoc

G1: Do medical examination

Top goals

Fig. 8. As-is goal model of this example

G3 as sub-goals of the G1 and the G4 respectively. And the
G1 and the G4 consists the Top Goal.

Now we can start discussion for the “to-be” scenario. The
G2 is archived by the Rec, Nur and Pat. If we develop a new
smart phone app to archive G2, the role of Rec and Nur would
be substituted by the app. In that case, Pat is a user of the app.
This new goal model is show in Figure 9.

Finally, we can obtain “to-be” scenario in Figure 10.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our method seems to work well because we can identify
fundamental goals, and explore the possibility of introducing
information systems. The to-be scenario where systems are
introduced seems to be better than the as-is scenario because
several human tasks are eliminated. However, there still exists
challenges in our method.

The first challenge is about subjective decision in our
method. After identifying superficial goals and their structure,

11: Patient.money=payed,

ConsFee.received=received

Rec 9: Cons.fee=culculated

Pat

7: MRC.prescription=writtenDoc

G4: Pay Consultation Fee

1: InsCard.loc=receptionist

Rec

2: MRC.ins_id=InsCard.id

12: InsCard.loc=patient

Pat

G3: Handling Insurance Card

Pat

Rec 3: Patient.loc=waiting room

10: Patient.loc=reception

4: Patient.loc=consultation room

8: Patient.loc=waiting room

Nur

G2: Control waiting cue

Pat 5: Patient.examined=examined

6: Patient.prescription=knownDoc

G1: Do medical examination

Top goals

Waiting Cue App

Fig. 9. To-be goal model of this example



� �
1) The patient submits the insurance card to the receptionist.
2) The receptionist makes a medical records card based on

the insurance card.
3) The app calls the patient from the consultation room
4) The doctor examines the patient.
5) The doctor gives the patient prescription.
6) The doctor writes the prescription on the medical records

card.
7) The patient returns to the waiting room.
8) The receptionist calculates the consultation fee based on

the medical records chart.
9) The app calls the patient in the waiting room

10) The patient pays the medical fee to the receptionist.
11) The receptionist hands the insurance card to the patient.� �

Fig. 10. To-be scenario of this example

an analyst has to identify fundamental goals why the superfi-
cial goals are achieved. Currently, our method largely depends
on the knowledge and expertise of an analyst in this step.
The expert has to contact domain experts if he/she does not
have enough knowledge of an application domain. He/she also
has to contact technology experts in the same way. Structural
patterns and knowledge base will be required to mitigate the
efforts of an analyst. The same challenge exists when an
analyst explores suitable systems instead of human.

The second challenge is about innovation by information
systems. Even when the systems just perform some tasks
instead of existing human in a to-be situation, we regard the
situation is innovative to a certain extent. However, we think
an analyst has to facilitate people to discover their unaware
goals. For example, no music lovers were aware that they could
listen to his/her favorite music during running or walking.
Walkman2 dug up and satisfied such an unaware goal of music
lovers in 1979. We will examine how to facilitate further
innovation like Walkman. In the examples of Walkman and
e-MRC mentioned in Introduction, more than two unrelated
scenarios are focused together, e.g. listening a music and
running/walking in Walkman’s innovation. Analyzing several
scenarios together is one of the important issues to be studied.
Although we can find a research dealing with several different
activities [3], the research only focused on negative aspects
of such activities, e.g. security problems such as information
disclosure.

V. RELATED WORK

In our review, we mainly focus on the following four
research types: scenario and use case-based analysis, goal-
oriented analysis, as-is/to-be analysis and the combinations of
scenario and goals.

Scenario has been used in requirements engineering for a
longtime. General techniques for scenario based requirements
analysis [4], [5] do not fully help us to identify compo-
nents in use case modeling. A technique [6] only focuses

2the ancestor of iPod by Apple.

on the inside of a system, and it does not focus on the
whole business using the system. Although a technique called
CREWS-SEVRE [7], [8] can derive a system specification
from scenario descriptions, it requires a domain model in
advance. Preparing such a domain model is not easy, and reuse
of the model is not easy too. A technique [9] using a scenario
description language called SCEL contributes to enumerating
the possible variations of scenario. Although this technique
has the potential to find the new working ways beyond the
current ones, the technique only focuses on the validation of
the current scenario descriptions, e.g., finding inconsistencies
and missing issues.

Goal-oriented requirements analysis such as i* [10] and
KAOS [2] is one the promising ways to facilitate innovations
caused by new technologies because it focuses on what should
be achieved by a business process instead of the detail and
steps of the process. However, how to identify goals is very
difficult problem in the analysis. Once top or high-level goals
are identified, their refinement and operationalization can be
systematically applied [11].

Once a current way of work for achieving goals is identified,
transforming or converting the way into a better and innovative
one is the natural idea. A current way is usually represented
in an as-is model, and a transformed one is also represented
in a to-be model. Techniques such as Activity-based Costing
(ABC) [12] and Balanced Score Card (BSC) [13] enable
us to explore to-be models better than an as-is model with
respect to quality attributes such as cost, performance and
time. There exist several techniques for transforming an as-
is business process to a to-be one [14], [15], [16]. A model
transformation technique for exploring to-be models of goal
dependencies similar to i* was also proposed [17]. These
techniques basically assume the existence of an as-is model
in high quality, but the assumption is not realistic. In as-is/to-
be analysis, comparing as-is model to to-be one is important
issue, but not so many research provides explicit ways to such
comparison. In the article [17], models can be compared with
respect to the effort of service providers and the satisfaction of
consumers. Several metrics represent the degrees of such effort
and satisfaction. By using such metrics, we can systematically
examine whether a to-be model is better than ever.

Because scenario and goals can play a complement role
with each other, their combination has been widely studied.
In a technique called GBRAM [18], [19], scenario is used for
improving the completeness of goals. The technique basically
does not focus on how to change the current ways of work. In
a technique called CREWS-L’Ecritoire [20], [21], a goal and
a scenario are tightly coupled. Although an issue “exploration
of alternative designs” is explicitly mentioned in an article
[21], how to perform it is unclear. Mutual validation of goals
and scenario is focused in a technique [22], but it does not
focus on exploration of innovative scenario to achieve a goal.
A tool supporting GRN, which is standardized in ITU-T,
is proposed [23], and it enables us to analyze goals and
scenario. However, it mainly focuses on validation among
them. Recently, a meta-model for goal and scenario coupling



was proposed [24]. However, states and its transitions are not
contained in the meta-model. When we focus on the procedure
for making relationships between goals and scenarios, we think
the state transition concept is very useful. To summarize, ex-
isting studies combining goals and scenario do not contribute
to finding innovative ways to achieve goals of the current
business process.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a requirements elicitation
method. The method encourages us to introduce information
systems into an activity so that the activity becomes better than
ever. In this method, a goal model is derived from a scenario
via the Object Attribute Table (OAT) where state variables
of an object are represented as attributes. The attributes in
OAT are useful to specify goals because each goal can be
regarded as the property of objects and such property can be
represented by the constraints over attributes. Because goals
directly derived from a scenario are normally superficial, we
cannot directly know what are really wanted by people in the
activity, i.e. fundamental goals. We compose and generalize
superficial goals into fundamental goals. We then explore
information systems that can achieve fundamental goals better
than ever. We show an example to show our method works.
Although our method requires expertise and knowledge of an
analyst, OAT and other intermediate artifacts contributed to
introducing information systems effectively. Our future issues
are mentioned in the limitations of our method in Section II.D
and discussion in Section IV.
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